Bas van Fraassen has recently argued for a "dissolution" of Hilary Putnam's wellknown model-theoretic argument. In this paper I argue that, as it stands, van Fraassen's reply to Putnam is unsuccessful. Nonetheless, it suggests the form a successful response might take. 1997a, 1997b, 1997c ). It is a mistake, van Fraassen argues, since trying to answer directly Putnam's argument offers an "entrance into the very kind of metaphysics Putnam intended to undercut" (1997a, 85). Instead, van Fraassen proposes what he calls "a dissolution" of the argument. Van Fraassen believes that if we take our pragmatic situation as speakers of a meaningful language seriously, Putnam's alleged paradox does not arise. I will argue here that van Fraassen's reply is not successful, even though it points in the direction of a satisfactory answer to Putnam's challenge-the answer Putnam
In a series of recent papers on Hilary Putnam's well-known modeltheoretic argument, Bas van Fraassen has argued that it is a mistake to try to answer the challenge posed by Putnam's argument directly
. It is a mistake, van Fraassen argues, since trying to answer directly Putnam's argument offers an "entrance into the very kind of metaphysics Putnam intended to undercut" (1997a, 85). Instead, van Fraassen proposes what he calls "a dissolution" of the argument. Van Fraassen believes that if we take our pragmatic situation as speakers of a meaningful language seriously, Putnam's alleged paradox does not arise. I will argue here that van Fraassen's reply is not successful, even though it points in the direction of a satisfactory answer to Putnam's challenge-the answer Putnam himself appears to have endorsed when he originally presented the model-theoretic argument (see Putnam 1978 Putnam , 1983 .
In his discussion of Putnam's argument, van Fraassen follows David Lewis's construal of the argument (Lewis 1984) . In Lewis's formulation the argument is directed against a certain view of reference which Lewis calls "global descriptivism" and according to which the only constraints on the referents of the non-logical vocabulary of a theory are given by the logical structure of the theory and our intention to come out right. Putnam can be understood as arguing that if the domain of objects, which he calls "THE WORLD," is large enough there will always by multiple mappings from the terms of a theory onto sub-sets of objects of THE WORLD such that the theory comes out true. Any such mapping will satisfy the constraints on reference allowed by global descriptivism. Thus, if global descriptivism is right, then reference is radically indeterminate. Lewis calls the conclusion of Putnam's argument a "paradox," presumably because Lewis takes global descriptivism to be an intuitively plausible theory of reference and yet this theory implies, as Putnam shows, that our words do not refer. Whether this is in fact a paradox or not, Lewis correctly understands Putnam's argument as a reductio of global descriptivism and he goes on to argue that this shows that there has to be an additional constraint on reference: Determinate reference is possible only if not all sets of objects are eligible as referents for the terms of our language but only certain elite classes or natural kinds. Thus, Lewis turns Putnam's argument into an argument for "anti-nominalism." And it is this argument that van Fraassen's dissolution of Putnam's challenge is meant to block.
What is it to dissolve Putnam's paradox? Van Fraassen does not explicitly say what he means by a "dissolution," but I take him to mean roughly the following. Putnam's challenge begins with the question: "How is it that terms of our language refer?" Putnam then argues that on a certain view of reference the fact that any of the terms of our language refer becomes unintelligible. A direct answer to Putnam would consist in identifying an additional constraint on reference not allowed by global descriptivism-such as a causal constraint or Lewis's elite classes-that could secure the reference of at least some of the terms of our language. The identification of such a constraint is meant to provide an answer to how it is that the terms of our language refer. By contrast, van Fraassen thinks that Putnam's question should not be answered, rather it should be rejected as in a sense illegitimate. While the question appears to be a "mandatory philosophical question" (1997b, 34), van Fraassen claims that it in fact raises a worry that cannot be raised coherently and, thus, need not be answered. How does this dilemma affect Putnam's argument? Does it dissolve the paradox? Unfortunately van Fraassen does not offer much help in answering these questions. After posing the dilemma, he simply says that this dissolves the paradox. Van Fraassen must think that Putnam's challenge can arise on neither of the two horns. Not on the first horn, because then we cannot specify the multiple mapping functions that are responsible for the failure of reference; and not on the second horn, because if we can describe the world independently, we can determine a unique intended interpretation for our terms so that the threatened indeterminacy cannot arise. Now Putnam would surely agree to the second horn of the dilemma. If we could specify the domain of objects independently, in some interpreted meta-language, say, then we could single out one mapping from the terms of our theory onto objects in the domain as providing us with the intended interpretation of those terms, and Putnam's challenge could not arise. But, Putnam would argue that this metalanguage would go the way of all theory: The referents of its terms would have to be fixed in some way. Thus, appealing to a metalanguage is of no help. But, what is more, we do not need a theory in a meta-language to distinguish between right and wrong assignments of extensions to our predicates. Putnam would say to van Fraassen that we can specify the elements of THE WORLD and we can do so by using the terms of the very theory at issue. We can specify those elements, because the terms of the theory refer. What Putnam is asking is: How is it that they refer?
Moreover, Putnam would not take issue with the first horn, either. Rather, he would reply that it is the first horn that gives rise to his challenge. It is precisely because, according to the view of reference at issue, we cannot identify any function that assigns extensions to our predicates that his challenge arises. Only because we cannot identify any function can we not choose among the many functions that exist and pick one as providing our terms with their intended interpretation. What van Fraassen's reply does show is that Putnam's formulation of the argument is misleading. Putnam's challenge does not arise because we can pick out too many different models of our theory; rather, it arises because there are too many models and, on the view of reference against which his argument is directed, none of them are in any way privileged.
Van Fraassen's dilemma offers a useful way of putting Putnam's argument: We can describe the elements of THE WORLD, because many of the terms of our best theories refer. But it follows from global descriptivism that we cannot describe those elements. Therefore, global descriptivism is false. But if the argument is put this way, one can also see that the dilemma does nothing to disolve Putnam's question "in virtue of what do the terms of our language refer?" Van Fraassen also offers another line of response, which does not rely on Putnam's anthropomorphic formulation of the argument. Van Fraassen argues that Putnam's challenge can only arise if we put ourselves into the position of a Quinean field-linguist with respect to our own language. Van Fraassen takes Putnam's general philosophical question "How is it that the terms of our language refer?" to reflect more specific worries, such as "Does 'cat' really refer to cats?" It is these specific worries which we have to address when "we get down to brass tacks" (1997b, 36) with the general philosophical question. But, van Fraassen argues, the latter worry makes no sense. As field-linguists investigating an alien language we can wonder whether we have interpreted that language correctly. We can, for example, ask whether "Katze" really refers to cats. Putnam's paradox arises, according to van Fraassen, because Putnam asks us to consider the equivalent question for our own language: Does "cat" refer to cats? But for our own language that question cannot sensibly arise. Sentences like " 'cat' refers to cat," van Fraassen says, are pragmatic tautologies.1 We might aEnglish speaking field-linguists not be able to determine the extension of "Katze." But we are not, according to van Fraassen, in the position envisaged by Putnam where we cannot fix the extension of the term "cat." We know that "cat" refers to cats and any mapping that does not assign all and only cats to "cat" has to be rejected by us. From this van Fraassen concludes that the question "how is reference fixed?" is nothing "but a pseudo problem" (1997b, 37).
Again, I do not see how considerations like these can block Putnam's challenge. Putnam, like van Fraassen, starts from the assumption that our language is interpreted and that most of its terms refer. He then asks, given that many of the terms of our best theories refer, how is this possible? In virtue of what do our words refer? Nothing of what van Fraassen says shows how that question cannot arise for our own language. The field-linguist's worry is not Putnam's worry. The fieldlinguist might doubt whether "Katze" really refers to cats; Putnam knows that "cat" refers to cats and goes on to argue that a certain view of language cannot account for this fact. Putnam asks: "How is it that 'cat' refers?" The confused philosophical field-linguist who is the target of van Fraassen's argument asks: " What is the referent of 'cat'?" Showing that the latter question is incoherent does not impugn the intelligibility of the former.
Putnam would agree with van Fraassen that " 'cat' refers to cats" is a pragmatic tautology. But what makes this sentence a pragmatic tautology is that "cat" is an interpreted word of our language. Contrast this sentence with the sentence " 'P' refers to P" where P is an uninterpreted symbol. The latter sentence is either false or meaningless. The second occurrence of "P" is used to pick out the putative referent of "P." But if "P" is uninterpreted it has no referent. So the question Putnam is asking may also be put in the following way: Given that the sentence " 'cat' refers to cats" is a pragmatic tautology, what makes it the case that that is so? This is a question that can surely arise for our own language. Taking this line requires that we can give an account of what it is to understand the meaning of words that does not appeal to the notion of reference. Putnam believes that such an account can be given. He maintains that our use of our words determines their meaning and once a language "has a full program of use" (1983, 443) there can be no further question of its interpretation: "Either the use already fixes the 'interpretation' or nothing can" (1983, 443; italics in original). But then what Putnam offers in reply to his own puzzle is more than a dissolution. He offers an answer to the puzzle: The assumption of global descriptivism that only our intention to come out right constrains the interpretation of our words needs to be rejected, not because causal conditions or natural kinds supply additional constraints on reference, but because our use of our language determines what we mean by our words.
